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Beverly Hills: When you can
spare the space, will you be kind
enough to comment on the pronunciation of the word vase? I
have been told that any vase
which costs less than one dollar
is pronounced: vayss; if it costs
more than one dollar it is pronounced:
vaws. Anything to
that?—L. Y. O.
Answer: Os course not. "Vahz”
and “vawz” are Briticisms, and
either is a little too lah-de-dah
for the average American, regardless of the cost of the ornament. Best usage in the United
States is: vayss, to rhyme with
"base, lace, case, chase.”
give the
Houston:, Please
meaning of the expression "carrying coals to Castlebury.”—Mr*.
C. W.
Answer: "Carrying coals to
Newcastle” is the usual way of
expressing the old saw. lt’s an
a
old expression which has several
variations. Newcastle, Australia,
has long been known for its
enormous coal reserves. Hence,
“carrying coals to Newcastle” is
to waste time and labor, as in
taking something to a place
where it abounds.
Horace (65-8 B. C.) wrote:
"Carrying timber Into a wood."
Diogenes (circa A. Et 200) ex-
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Get Ready Now to Become One of Your
School's Most Popular Personalities
You’re getting only half-an-educatlon, living only halfa-life, if you don’t know how to get along at parties, how
to dance the latest steps, and all about ballroom etiquette.
Yes, ballroom etiquette, as well as dancing itself, is an
Ask anyone who la
important part of your education.
successful and popular 1
Each year at the Arthur Murray Btudios teen-agers from
all over the Washington area learn social poise, have fun
at Studio parties, learn the latest steps, and find out how
to be at ease among people. These Arthur Murray students usually become the class leaders, the “most popular” members of the student body, year after year!

is the fruit of
the oak called "acorn”? And how
Is it pronounced?—C. B. E.
Answer: Acorn originally was
aecem,
an Anglo-Saxon word
meaning "fruit of the field.” Why
the name was given to the nut
of the oak is lost to antiquity.
Acorn is pronounced: AY-kawrn;
or: AY-kem.
Q. Why the “cob” in cobweb?
—Reader.
Answer: Cob, from the Middle
English coppe, once meant "spider."
Brantley: Why

You, too, can be like these Arthur Murray campus leaders. You, too, can have more dates, get leads in plays, be
elected to office. Just call Arthur Murray Studios now
anfe tell them you want a free dance analysis that will
determine which group of young people Is right for you.
Enroll now and you will soon find yourself developing
the poise and self-confidence you’ve always envied'in
others. Tuition approximately $2.00 an hour.

(Distributed by McNmght Syndicate, Inc.)
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any day this week for your Free Quest Lesson and Dance Analysis. Special attention
to boys who are beginners.
Ask for Mr.
Cummins.

ARTHUR MURRAY
Wothington, Silver Spring, Alexandria, Arlington
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Plato, thus: “Like sending owls
to Athens, as the proverb goes."
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ARTHUR MURRAY

By Mrs. Frank Colby
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LET’S GO TO iAHIT-4
Most grocery stores have carts for shoppers to use when they
marketing. Here’s the one Junior Editors Judy and Jimmy
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Tomorrow: Your Market’s Fruit Stand.
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use to help their mother gather the groceries.
1. Color all the objects in today’s picture. Make the boxes
and packages different bright colors like those you see on the
grocery shelves. Oranges in the bag at the upper left of today's
picture should be colored orange.
The grapefruit at the bottom
of the basket should He yellow. Do* you see other vegetables and
fruit to be colored? The cart can be green, with red handle
and wheels.
3. Paste the whole picture down on light cardboard before
cutting out the parts carefully. Leave the tabs attached to the
four small items. Cut around the wheel* where indicated, and
fold back side tabs along dotted lines to make the cart stand.
Cut through the two dotted lines in the top of the basket.
You
can add two of the four separate items to the basket by slipping
their tabs into the slots.
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PURE FOOD
PURE WATER
FIND OUT NOW
ABOUT THE

JOHNNY HAZARD

D. C.
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Word Game

Find 28 or more words to
CHICKADEE,
"any of several crestless oscine birds." Average to 26;
time limit. 20 minutes.
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The U. S. High Commission
In Germany has formally accused Communists in the East
of harboring and employ-
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o*B 4
to the Soviet
Zone; Dr. Beins Funke (HAHFOON-keh)
and Dr. Heinarnts
rfeh Almeroth (BXXM reeek
AHL-meh-roht), officials of the
Bast German Communist Party.
;Adolf Gall and (AH dohlf
QftHL-land), a former lieutenant
mneral to Hitler’s Laftwafte
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latest French plan of limiting
production of weapons.
In an January lg, 1782. B—President Wilson, as head
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OUR SERVICES INCLUDES
DUSTPROOF LININGS, COILS AND PADDING...
SPRING RE-TIED, FRAMES POLISHED...ALL
LABOR COSTS

AUTO RADIO
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REUPHOLSTERED LIKE NEW IN DENIM with CHOICE of 5 COLORS
HERE IS THE OPPORTUNITY TO HAVETHAT
FAMILY FAVORITE RESTORED-WITH NEW ,
BEAUTY AND COMFORT-AT A LOW COST
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